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You are finely trained to improve the quality of the two, reason
and sensibility for the sake of the development of your
intellectuality.
Toshiyuki Namai

The sagacious students in Ginza Sanctuary intellectually understand that there are two
fundamental stages in the study they virtually experience.
The first stage of the above-mentioned two stages is that you attend face-to face lesson
systematically given in Ginza sanctuary.
It goes without saying that you absolutely need to get rid of all of stereotypes,
self-centered ego, self-indulgence, local bondage and other unnecessary pieces from you
for the sake of receiving various intellectual matters essentially yourself in the lesson.
You have the totally different quality of leaning universally given under the guidance of
your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai with or without doing the aforementioned.
The second stage of the two stages introduced I’d like you to grasp is as follows. You
certainly need to hungrily review the lesson after receiving it upon the spot. The explicit
recognition of the difference between the two, 1) “to review the lesson” or 2) “not to
review it” right after receiving it considerably performs as a decisive bifurcation in your
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study more than you ignorantly imagine.
It is absolutely true that nobody systematically organizes and masters anything
important instructed in the lesson without reviewing it. Therefore, it is “a must” for you
to carefully re-study and review the matters instructed you already experienced in the
lesson. Nothing is systematically organized without experiencing the same time after
time. Hence, I’d like you to rationally think the study by the following way; “this
essential study you experience in Ginza sanctuary is ‘the very fiber’ of your being.”
This time, I’d like you to surely grasp the real meaning of all lessons given to you.
Quintessentially speaking, you are highly expected to be systematically trained to
improve the quality of the two, 1) ”reason” and 2) “sensibility” through receiving all the
lessons conducted by your instructor.
People in general think that reason they possess is “simply reason.” However, you are
hereinafter guided to know that there are different stages in the sphere of reason.
As a matter fact, you have a golden opportunity for you to subtly improve the quality of
reason in the lessons. There are some different stages in the sphere of reason. Hence,
you need to refine the quality of reason for you to be a rational existent in the future.
Moreover, the same shall be solemnly conducted for the sake of the refinement of the
quality of sensibility you possess. There are also different stages in the sphere of
sensibility as well. Your instructor gives you the best way to finely improve the quality
of sensibility for your sake. Hopefully, you are expected to have what is called “sensitive
sensibility” in the future.
So many teachings are given to the students who wish to be more rational through
experiencing beautiful lucubration guided. You have clear potentiality to be
intellectually and rationally sharpened by your instructor inch by inch.
For you to be done by him, there is one thing which is entirely necessary to be treated as
the important one, that is to say, you need to keep “a certain mentality” (already
introduced by him in the lessons so many times) not only in the lessons temporarily but
also in your daily life every day every night perpetually.
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Fundamentally speaking, you need to drive yourself into a tight corner in your
mentality. And you also need to be standing upon the edge of perpendicular cliff in it at
all times.
This intrinsically means that it is very crucial for you to seriously feel a sense of risk in
your mentality anytime anywhere in your 24 hours day in and day out.
The quality of those two you inherently possess shall be dramatically refined by your
instructor through experiencing face-to-face lessons together. It is a privilege of yours to
have such valuable opportunity for the sake of the development of your intellectuality.
Needless to say, there is no expert who systematically does it for your intellectual sake
in the world.
Would you like to reach the ultimate in human intellectuality through spending a lot of
essential time with your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai in the future? Everything
regarding this crucial matter hinges upon you.
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